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Dear Stakeholders, 

The Calgary Portfolio Management Trust (CPMT) Class of 2021 would like to extend our gratitude to the Board of 

Trustees for its continued commitment to and engagement with the program. We would also like to sincerely thank 

the CFA Society of Calgary and the CPMT alumni for their commitment and support. Finally, we would like to thank 

all of our supporters in the Calgary business community for their vested interest in the program.  

A vital component of the CPMT experience is the mentorship program, which provides students with invaluable 

support ranging from technical expertise to career guidance. The CPMT is grateful for all of the professionals who 

have made themselves available to students for the upcoming year. We have learned an enormous amount from 

our mentors and look forward to another year of collaborative mentorship. 

Another important part of the CPMT is the speaker series program, where industry professionals take valuable time 

out of their days to speak with the Fund. The CPMT team is grateful to all of those professionals that have made 

the time to speak with us. The knowledge and relationships built through these engagements have greatly 

contributed to the ongoing improvement and success of the Fund.  

After expanding our investment universe two years ago to include U.S. equities, the Fund currently sits at a 40/60 

weighting between Canadian and U.S. equities. Following an eventful year of reshaping the portfolio in response to 

the COVID-19 induced market downturn, the Fund aims to carry the momentum and rigor of last year’s work into 

the new fiscal year. The CPMT intends to remain focused and agile in the face of continued market volatility and 

macroeconomic uncertainty, retaining our commitment to a bottom-up approach of allocating funds to high-quality 

names that fit our investment mandate of: (1) high caliber management team, (2) sustainable competitive 

advantage, (3) strong balance sheet, and (4) growing free cash flow. We will continue to evaluate investment 

decisions in the context of portfolio strategy and our macroeconomic outlook. 

Involvement in the CPMT program offers invaluable exposure to a challenging and scholastic environment, creating 

an unrivaled student experience. We hope that the ongoing effort put forth by students, along with external support, 

will continue to develop knowledgeable and skilled graduates from the program. We are eager to continue to 

innovate and improve the program and strive to maintain our commitment to excellence.   

Sincerely,  

 

Akash Sekar, Portfolio Manager Breanna Schollaardt, Portfolio Manager 

________________________ ________________________ 

Dhruv Jindal, Portfolio Manager Erik Skoronski, Portfolio Manager 

________________________ ________________________ 

Hayley Hicks, Portfolio Manager Helena Cherniak-Kennedy, Portfolio Manager 

________________________ ________________________ 

Jose Menjivar, Portfolio Manager Willie Li, Portfolio Manager 

________________________ ________________________  

 

Class of 2021 
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Biographies

CPMT CLASS OF 2021 

 

AKASH SEKAR 

Portfolio Manager  

5th Year, Finance/Economics 

Akash joined the CPMT in March 2019 as an Investment Analyst. He is excited to broaden and strengthen his 

knowledge of valuation, financial markets, and portfolio management during his time in the program. He is currently 

working towards a combined degree in Finance and Economics and is excited to graduate this June. This past 

summer, Akash worked at Credit Suisse as an Investment Banking Summer Analyst, where he will be returning full-

time upon graduation. He has completed previous summer internships at Whitecap Resources as an Accounting 

Summer Student and Crescent Point Energy in its Corporate Planning group. In addition to his passion for finance, 

he enjoys playing and watching hockey, basketball, football, and golf. 

 

BREANNA SCHOLLAARDT 

Portfolio Manager 

4th Year, Finance  

Breanna joined the CPMT in March 2019. She is extremely grateful for the opportunity to learn from her peers, 

mentors and alumni and is hoping to develop and improve her financial modeling, equity research, and portfolio 

management skills. In Summer 2020, Breanna worked at Hugessen Consulting as a Summer Analyst and will be 

returning upon graduation. She is majoring in finance and completed a summer internship at AECOM in the project 

controls department during Summer 2019. Upon graduation, she would like to explore a career in consulting or 

equity research. In her spare time, Breanna enjoys yoga, dancing, photography, reading, and overall health and 

wellness.  

 

DHRUV JINDAL 
Portfolio Manager  
4th Year, Finance/Data Science (Minor) 
Dhruv joined the CPMT as an Investment Analyst in March 2019. He is grateful for gaining hands-on experience in 

valuation, financial modeling, and equity research through the CPMT program. Dhruv is excited to join Commonfund 

Captial as a Private Equity Intern in the Real Assets and Sustainability (RAS) Team this upcoming summer.  Dhruv 

is currently working part time at Shell as an Operations Business Analyst Intern in the Trading & Supply department. 

He has completed past internships at Parex Resources as a Capital Markets and Corporate Planning Summer 

Student and at Suncor Energy as an Oil Sands Finance & Planning Student. In addition to the CPMT, Dhruv is also 

a member of the University of Calgary Trading Team and will be competing at the Rotman International Trading 

Competition (RITC) in February 2021. Upon graduation, he intends to obtain his CFA designation and pursue a 

career in capital markets or trading. In his spare time, Dhruv enjoys listening to music and podcasts and playing 

blitz chess games online. 

 

ERIK SKORONSKI 

Portfolio Manager  

5th Year, Finance/Software Engineering 
Erik joined the CPMT in March 2019 as an Investment Analyst. He is excited to continue expanding his knowledge 

of capital markets, financial analysis, and portfolio management throughout his time in the program. Erik is working 

towards a dual degree in Finance and Software Engineering and intends to pursue a career in financial technology 

upon graduation. Erik recently completed a Co-op at BMO Capital Markets in its Real Estate Investment Banking 

group. Previously, Erik worked at Ayrshire Group in its Real Estate and Venture Capital teams as a Private Equity 

Summer Analyst. Outside of work and academia, Erik enjoys coding games, playing guitar, hiking, and 

snowboarding. 
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HAYLEY HICKS 

Portfolio Manager  

5th Year, Finance 

Hayley joined the CPMT in March 2019. She is excited to continue strengthening her knowledge in fundamental 

equity valuation and analysis across multiple sectors and financial markets, and gain portfolio management 

experience during her time in the program. She wishes to use her experiences and learnings to inspire others and 

give back to the program for future students. Hayley is currently working towards her degree in Finance and will 

write the CFA Level 1 exam in August 2021. Hayley gained a breadth of knowledge and appreciation for the financial 

sector through her internships with Suncor Energy, Leith Wheeler Investment Counsel, and Mackenzie Investments. 

She also studied at the Emlyon Business School in Saint-Étienne, France. Upon graduation, Hayley will be joining 

Scotiabank’s Private Investment Counsel in Vancouver. In addition to her passion for Finance, Hayley is also a 

member of Women in Capital Markets, and volunteers with Metis Family Calgary Services. She enjoys playing 

volleyball, maintaining an active and healthy lifestyle, and learning the French language.   

 

HELENA CHERNIAK-KENNEDY 

Portfolio Manager  

4th Year, Finance/Mathematics 

Helena joined the CPMT in March 2019. She would like to thank the Board of Trustees, faculty, speakers, and 

alumni for their generosity in supporting the program and furthering students’ finance educations. Helena looks 

forward to expanding her knowledge about portfolio management, valuation, and equity research through the 

program. With a passion for financial and mathematical analysis, she is pursuing a dual degree in Finance and 

Math and intends to obtain her CFA designation following graduation. In addition to the CPMT, Helena is on the 

Finance team for the Inter-Collegiate Business Competition (ICBC), having previously competed on the Business 

Policy and Human Resources teams, and was VP External of the student club, Women in Science and Engineering. 

She will be joining Credit Suisse next summer as an Investment Banking Summer Analyst in the Energy and 

Infrastructure group in Calgary. Helena previously completed three summer internships at Plains Midstream Canada 

in its Futures and Derivatives Trading, Acquisitions and Strategic Planning, and Crude Assets groups. In her spare 

time, Helena enjoys playing piano, as well as golfing, playing tennis, and hiking. 

 

JOSE MENJIVAR 

Portfolio Manager 

5th Year, Finance/Computer Science 

Jose joined the CPMT in March of 2019 as an Investment Analyst. He looks forward to the continuous experiential 

learning opportunities in the program and is excited to continue expanding his knowledge in valuation, fundamental 

analysis, and portfolio management. He is currently working towards completing his dual major degree focusing on 

Finance and Computer Science and plans to obtain his CFA designation after graduation. Jose intends to pursue 

a career in capital markets and wants to leverage his education on both technology and business. He will be joining 

Barclays Capital next summer as an Investment Banking Summer Analyst in the Natural Resources group. Jose 

previously completed two summer internships, one at Bluesky Equities as a Summer Analyst, and another one at 

the Creative Destruction Lab as a Venture Analyst. Jose enjoys hiking, reading, playing guitar, and programming. 

 

WILLIE LI 

Portfolio Manager 

5th Year, Finance/Software Engineering  
Willie joined the CPMT in March 2019 as an Investment Analyst and would like to extend his thanks to the Board 

of Trustees, speakers, alumni, and other mentors for their continued support of the program. He is eager to apply 

his knowledge of capital markets while gaining hands-on experience in financial modeling, portfolio management, 

and equity research. Willie is currently working towards a dual degree in Finance and Software Engineering and is 

currently completing a 16-month internship at Shareworks by Morgan Stanley as a software developer. Upon 

graduation, he intends to pursue a career in quantitative analysis and obtain a master’s in financial mathematics. 

Outside of work and academics, Willie enjoys reading, basketball, and derivative trading.  
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CPMT CLASS OF 2022 

 

ABHISHEK SEWAK  

Investment Analyst  

4th Year, Finance/Actuarial Science  

Abhishek joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst, and is thankful to all the Board of Trustees, 

mentors, and alumni who continue to enrich the student experience in Finance. He is excited to gain insights into 

financial modeling, equity research and overall portfolio management skills. In addition to the program, Abhishek is 

involved with the Faculty of Science as a Social Media Ambassador and competed in the JDC West Case 

Competition as a Finance Delegate. He completed an internship with the Fidelity Investments as an Inside Sales 

Advisor and accomplished the Exam Probability through SOA last summer. He is currently working as an Investment 

Banking Co-op Analyst at CIBC World Markets. Upon graduation, Abhishek would like to attain the CFA designation 

and explore a career in Equity Research or Capital Markets. In his spare time, Abhishek enjoys reading non-fiction 

books, hiking, playing & watching cricket, and travelling. 

 

JACK MORGAN  

Investment Analyst  

3rd Year, Finance  

Jack joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst seeking to broaden and refine his skills and 

knowledge in capital markets. He is thankful to the Board of Trustees, alumni, and mentors who have made this 

opportunity possible. Jack recently completed a summer employment term with Canadian Natural Resources as a 

Joint Venture Accountant and will be returning to CNRL as a Finance Marketing Intern. In his free time Jack enjoys 

basketball, guitar, and spending time with his family. 
 

KATIE TU 

Investment Analyst 

3rd Year, Finance  

Katie joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst. She is grateful for the opportunity to develop her 

financial modelling and equity research skills through the program. She looks forward to learning about capital 

markets and portfolio management from peers, mentors, and speakers. Next summer, she will be joining CIBC 

World Markets as an Investment Banking Summer Analyst in the Global Infrastructure and Power group. Outside 

of school and work, Katie volunteers regularly as a merchandiser at Dress for Success Calgary, a non-profit 

organization that provides professional attire to help women succeed in the mainstream workplace. In her spare 

time, Katie enjoys listening to music, watching movies, exercising at the gym, and traveling. 

 

KIAN SADEGHI  

Investment Analyst  

3rd Year, Finance  

Kian joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst. He is looking forward to expanding his knowledge 

in portfolio management, equity research, valuation, and financial markets throughout the program. In addition to 

the CPMT, he is a member of the University of Calgary Trading Team. This past summer, Kian worked as a Summer 

Analyst at Landstar Development Corp. Upon graduation, he intends to pursue a career in capital markets, as well 

as obtain his CFA designation. In his spare time, Kian enjoys playing soccer, basketball, and listening to music. 
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SINA HADJIAHMADI-ARDAKANI  

Investment Analyst 

3rd Year, Finance 

Sina joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst. He would like to thank the Board of Trustees, 

speakers, faculty, and mentors for supporting the program. He looks forward to gaining a greater understanding of 

capital markets, financial valuations, and portfolio management. After completing a previous internship as a 

Business Development Intern, Sina is now working as a Client Support Intern at the National Digital Asset 

Exchange. Sina intends to pursue a career in capital markets and obtain his CFA designation upon graduation. 

During his spare time, Sina enjoys playing hockey, chess, and listening to podcasts. 

 

STEPHEN NGUYEN  

Investment Analyst  

3rd Year, Finance  

Stephen joined the CPMT in March 2020 as an Investment Analyst. He is excited to increase his knowledge in 

valuation and financial markets during his time in the program. Stephen will write his Level 1 CFA Exam in May 

2021 and plans to obtain his designation after graduation. In 2020, Stephen completed internships at Canadian 

Natural Resources Ltd. and SAP. He is currently a member of the Piano Faculty at the Mount Royal University 

Conservatory. Prior to his enrolment in the Finance program at the University of Calgary, Stephen completed a 

bachelor's degree in Piano Performance at McGill University. In his spare time, Stephen enjoys swimming, poker, 

and Formula One. 
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OVERVIEW

During FY2021, the CPMT aims to supplement pitches and the analysis of new companies with a holistic view of the
portfolio. This page provides a summary of the CPMT’s outlook on each sector which will help shape future capital allocation

decisions. The CPMT investment philosophy is centered on intrinsic value combined with systematic investment selection. A
systematic approach ensures discipline in purchase and sale decisions, maintains a focus on owning high-quality

businesses, and reduces the probability of errors. The Portfolio Managers will seek investments that offer quality
management, competitive advantages, strong balance sheets, and growing free cash flow, all while at an attractive
valuation. We continue to monitor the U.S. and Canadian yield curves, credit spreads, the labor market, and corporate

profits to measure the extent of the economic recovery and believe that our efforts will lead to outperformance over the next
year. The COVID-19 pandemic, and its lasting economic impacts, will be a continual area of consideration for us as we

evaluate potential names, placing increased importance on mandate fit and the ability to remain resilient in the current
circumstances.

CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY

We view the Consumer Discretionary sector with cautious optimism when looking for names that fit our portfolio mandate
and macroeconomic outlook. With the current economic environment and the increased spread of new COVID variants, we

see meaningful risks on the horizon that could impact consumer confidence and the overall sector. However, we are
comfortable remaining 4.5% overweight with our current holdings due to the diversification and variety of offerings that cater

to all income brackets, and the strong brand recognition and operational excellence the current names provide. The addition
of lululemon athletica (NASDAQ: LULU) to our holdings caters to consumers’ desires for functional and dual-purpose work-
from-home and workout wear. The Company also has an incredibly strong e-commerce platform and deep understanding of

consumers, which we view as attractive given the current pressures on brick-and-mortar businesses.

CONSUMER STAPLES

The CPMT is content remaining overweight by 1.5% in Consumer Staples due to positive historical performance of the
sector during economic downturns. We have a favourable view towards the sector given its defensive nature and historical

outperformance during recessionary periods. The addition of Proctor and Gamble (NYSE: PG) in the last quarter of 2020,
coupled with our holding of Costco (NASDAQ: COST) offer the Fund defensive sector holdings and strong diversification.

ENERGY

The CPMT is comfortably 0.5% overweight in Energy relative to the benchmark. Given the challenges in the energy sector in

2020 following the crude oil price crash and demand destruction induced by COVID-19, the CPMT expects a gradual
recovery in crude oil pricing and production moving forward but sustained lower capital spending budgets. Although we
expect oil demand to continue increasing in the near-term, the Fund acknowledges the increasing importance of renewable

energy sources and an intensified focus on ESG. We aim to maintain exposure to energy through companies with distinct
competitive advantages and the ability to generate free cash flow throughout commodity price cycles. Going forward, we will

monitor the mandate fit of our current energy holdings,Canadian Natural Resources (TSX: CNQ) and Enbridge (TSX: ENB).

FINANCIALS

The CPMT believes its financial holdings are well diversified and is comfortable remaining 7.4% underweight relative to our
blended benchmark. The banking sector saw a significant recovery in the latter half of 2020 and the CPMT has a positive
outlook for banks as PCLs decrease from an economic recovery. We will continue to monitor our current holdings JPMorgan

Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM) and Toronto-Dominion Bank (NYSE: TD) going forward. Brookfield Asset Management (TSX:
BAM) is well-positioned for growth in private markets.

HEALTH CARE

The CPMT is comfortable remaining 1.6% overweight in Health Care due to the sector’s capability of achieving high revenue

growth and margins through R&D investment, with historical outperformance amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Both Amgen,
Inc. (NASDAQ: AMGN) and Abbott Laboratories (NYSE: ABT) displayed resiliency and innovation, with strategic alliances to

develop solutions to the current unmet medical needs. Given the historically low beta and cyclicality, and evolving medical
solutions and services, the sector presents an opportunity to support growth in the medical community that is also defensive
in recessionary periods. The CPMT believes the diversification achieved across AMGN, ABT, and Intuitive

Surgical (NASDAQ: ISRG) offers the Fund strong diversification within the Health Care space.
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INDUSTRIALS

The Industrials sector performs best when there is economic expansion. The CPMT believes that we are currently
experiencing a global economic recovery. Worldwide, there has been a reduction of interest rates, a boom in housing starts,

and steady GDP recovery. The Fund currently holds Canadian National Railway (TSX: CNR), Cintas (NASDAQ: CTAS), and
Waste Connections (NYSE: WCN) within the sector. The CPMT is currently 3.2% overweight in the Industrials sector

and is committed to attaining the benchmark weighting while holding companies that will provide growth to the portfolio. The
CPMT will continue to evaluate sector holdings to assess their economic resiliencygoing forward.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Information Technology sector offers tremendous growth and diverse business models that make it appealing for the
CPMT to hold companies in the sector. The COVID-19 pandemic has also exhibited a newfound defensiveness for

infrastructure and software-as-a-service companies in the swift transition to distributed workforces. The additions of
Microsoft and Apple (NASDAQ: MSFT, AAPL) to the Fund have diversified our existing holdings in the sector and have

proven to be companies with a strong foothold in the cloud computing market. Similarly, the digital payments industry is
growing with increasing e-commerce and consumer spending, and CPMT is convicted on Mastercard (NYSE: MA) and
PayPal (NYSE: PYPL) as holdings. We will continue to monitor for names that can attribute similar growth and

differentiation, but we are comfortable with our current position ofbeing 5.8% overweight in the sector.

MATERIALS

The CPMT is currently 5% underweight in Materials relative to the benchmark. Given the widespread impacts of COVID-19
and subsequent government-induced shutdowns, the CPMT has been exploring U.S. specialty chemicals names that have

shown resiliency through past recessionary periods, which we believe can add value to the fund and follow our defensive
stance. During the last quarter, the Fund added Linde PLC (NYSE: LIN) predicated on its defensive and predictable cash

flows, high-quality backlog, and leadership in the Hydrogen space. Moving forward, the Fund will look to add to its position in
the Materials sector with an increased focus on sustainable operators with resilient cash flows.

REAL ESTATE

The CPMT entered a position in American Tower (NYSE: AMT) over the quarter but currently remains underweight in the
Real Estate sector. Prior to the COVID-induced economic crisis, the CPMT believed that with historically low interest rates,

the Federal Reserve could only logically raise target rates going forward, which would weigh on REIT valuations. However,
the Federal Reserve's announcement that target rates would remain at current lows for at least two years encourages the

Fund to continue getting exposure on select subsectors in the space. Specifically, the Fund believes that the repatriation of
supply chains, coupled with an even greater focus on e-commerce will benefit the industrial real estate sector. Additionally,
we expect to see opportunities in technology-related infrastructure real estate, which is poised to benefit from current

widespread digitization and increasing communication needs.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The CPMT is currently 4.6% underweight in the Communication Services sector, and we are focusing our efforts on finding
companies within the sector that will fit our mandate. Currently TELUS (TSX: T) is our sole holding in the sector but are

evaluating the strength of the U.S. telecommunications companies to get more exposure on the expansion of 5G. We will
also be evaluating the media names within the sector to understand their business model in greater detail and find
companies that may both meet our mandate and provide growth in a post-pandemic market. We believe that adding a

quality name to bring our Telecommunications sector holdings in-line with our benchmark weightwill benefit the portfolio.

UTILITIES

The CPMT is currently 0.2% underweight relative to the benchmark. Capitalizing on the trend towards green energy projects
the CPMT currently holds NextEra Energy, one of the largest renewable companies in North America. Given the drastic cuts

in interest rates by both the Federal Reserve and the Bank of Canada, utilities are expected to thrive in the current economic
environment due to their high dividend yield and regulated cash flows. The CPMT remains comfortable with its current

weighting and will continue to monitor regulated North American utilities.
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Quarterly Snapshot - FQ3 2021

Fund Universe 

FQ3 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year

CPMT 7.37% 13.48% 9.14% 9.87% 5.67%

Blended Benchmark 7.90% 10.73% 7.93% 10.68% 6.41%

Blended Benchmark Difference (0.54%) 2.75% 1.22% (0.80%) (0.74%)

CPMT and Benchmark Total Return (TTM) 
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Quarter in Review 

QUARTERLY RETURN 

 

NOTE TO STAKEHOLDERS 

The CPMT Class of 2021 would like to extend our 
gratitude to the Board of Trustees, the CFA Society of 
Calgary, and CPMT alumni for their continued 
involvement and support of the program. We would 
like to thank all of our supporters in the Calgary 
business community for their vested interest in the 
program and those professionals who have 
volunteered their time to be a part of the mentorship 
program. This mentorship provides students with 
invaluable support, ranging from technical expertise 
to career guidance, and more. 

Involvement in the CPMT program offers unique 

exposure to a challenging, rewarding, and scholastic 

environment, creating an unrivaled student 

experience. The goal of the Fund is to succeed long 

into the future and support student opportunities. This 

goal is driven by our commitment to research within 

the Fund as well as donating 4% of the 3-year trailing 

AUM annually in support of collaborative financial 

research. 

OVER THE QUARTER 

The Fund returned 7.37% over the quarter, 53 bps 
below the blended benchmark 7.90%. Our 
underperformance can be largely attributed to the 
Health Care, Energy, and Industrials sectors but was 
offset by outperformance in Materials and Consumer 
Discretionary. The Fund currently has 40/60 
Canada/U.S. equity exposure. We are comfortable 
being overweight U.S. names due to the quality and 
growth profiles of our U.S. holdings, but will continue 
to seek companies with a mandate fit in both Canada 
and the U.S.  

Over FQ3, the Fund was active in executing a number 
of trades to align the portfolio with our investment 
mandate and outlook.  

Within the CPMT’s energy holdings, the Fund 
swapped our position in Suncor Energy (TSX: SU) for 
Canadian Natural Resources (TSX: CNQ), initiating 
at a 1 conviction. While both companies are leaders 

in Canadian energy, we believe CNQ has 
demonstrated greater flexibility to sustain FCF 
generation and returns to shareholders throughout 
commodity price cycles without compromising its 
balance sheet. 

The CPMT also added its first Real Estate name in a 
number of years, purchasing American Tower Corp 
(NYSE: AMT) at a 1 conviction. As a 
telecommunications REIT, AMT offers exposure to an 
oligopolistic industry on a global scale and is poised 
to benefit from the rise of 5G networks and the rapid 
development of telecommunications networks in 
international markets. 

Within the consumers sector, the Fund initiated a 
position in lululemon athletica (NASDAQ: LULU), 
while divesting Dollarama (TSX: DOL). The 
investment thesis behind LULU was centered on its 
unmatched competitive advantage, impressive 
fundamentals, and ability to cater to its consumers, all 
of which should provide continual growth in the long-
term. The decision to divest our position in DOL was 
a difficult one; however, the CPMT believed it was no 
longer able to fulfill all our mandate points, especially 
given the threat of online retailers like Amazon 
(NASDAQ: AMZN) offering similar products. 

In the IT sector, PayPal Holdings (NASDAQ: PYPL) 
was added to the portfolio at a 1 conviction. With a 
high level of brand recognition and global, cross-
border capabilities, PYPL has an extensive TAM and 
we expect the Company to increase its market share 
moving forward. While PYPL trades at extremely high 
multiples, the Fund is confident that the rise of 
ecommerce and mcommerce is a secular shift that 
will continue beyond the COVID era, allowing PYPL 
to realize sustained growth. 

The Fund’s last purchase in FQ3 was in the Materials 
sector, where we added a position in Linde plc 
(NYSE: LIN) at a 1 conviction. The investment thesis 
for LIN was predicated upon its defensive and 
predictable cash flows, high-quality backlog, and 
leadership in the Hydrogen space which should 
provide tailwinds for the Company in the long-term. 

Additional trades were conducted in the Health Care 
and Financials sectors. The Fund trimmed Intuitive 
Surgical (NASDAQ: ISRG) down to 2% AUM, and 
divested Knight Therapeutics (TSX: GUD) due to lack 
of alignment with the CPMT’s mandate. Lastly, TD 
Bank (TSX: TD) was trimmed to 2% AUM, while the 
Fund topped up its position in JPMorgan Chase & Co 
(NYSE: JPM) to 4% AUM, reflecting the Fund’s 
greater conviction in the U.S. banking space, and in 
the wholesale banking segments. 
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Looking forward, the Fund expects a number of 
pitches and company updates in the upcoming 
quarter through which we will continue to ensure the 
alignment of the portfolio with the CPMT investment 
mandate.  

The Fund would like to thank the firms and individuals 
that hosted virtual speaker series for the Fund over 
the quarter: Raymond James, Macquarie Group, SAF 
Group, Hugessen Consulting, and British Columbia 
Investment Management Corporation (BCI). 

While the Fund has operated solely through virtual 
platforms over the past year, we have continued to 
build camaraderie among members of the Fund 
through internal Zoom socials. Additionally, the 
CPMT sponsored a local Calgary family of five to 
provide basic necessities and gifts during this 
challenging holiday season. 
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Activision Blizzard
Communication Services

NASDAQ: ATVI
Market Outperform | Buy

Investment Thesis Summary

• Best-in-class franchises are expected to greatly benefit from the 

shift to microtransactions leading to increased engagement

• Next-generation console cycles provides a tailwind for product 

sales in the short-term as users upgrade their libraries

• Promising content pipeline is expected to drive future long-term 

growth, supplemented by increased awareness through ATVI’s 

popular Esports leagues

Business Description

Activision Blizzard, Inc. (NASDAQ: ATVI) is an American video game

publisher that develops and distributes content and services across

consoles, personal computers (PC), and mobile devices globally.

ATVI operates within three main segments: Activision Publishing,

Blizzard Entertainment, and King Digital Entertainment. It also

operates an online gaming service, Battle.net, which primarily

functions on mobile and PC platforms, and recently acquired Major

League Gaming. Its key franchises include Call of Duty, World of

Warcraft, Overwatch, and Candy Crush.

The Global Video Game Industry

Over the last decade, video games have become an increasingly

popular form of interactive entertainment. The global video game

industry has grown at a five-year CAGR of ~10% and is expected to

grow by a ~9% CAGR through 2025, mainly driven by increases in

users and playtime. With advancements in technology leading to

faster internet speeds and lower broadband costs, video games are

continually taking a larger share from other forms of entertainment.

As content becomes more easily accessible, the propensity to

purchase games via digital methods has been increasing. This trend

is expected to continue as broadband penetration increases and

publishers continue to further penetrate the mobile market.

Additionally, publishers within the space have evolved their business

models over the last few years to cater to various consumer

preferences and budgets, shifting away from cyclical product sales to

free-to-play models that generate revenue through in-game

microtransactions, downloadable content, and subscription-based

games. Both changes in the way content is offered and the

accessibility of content has led to more users worldwide, with the

number of active users expected to reach three billion by 2023. This

higher level of accessibility has led to an increase in playing time

over the last few years, which has also been amplified by free-to-

play business models and recent COVID-19 lockdowns. As a

relatively inexpensive form of entertainment, the video game industry

is expected to continue to benefit from the demand trends

experienced during the pandemic.

Competitive Landscape

ATVI’s primary competitors in the industry include various PC and

console publishers and developers, such as Take-Two Interactive

Software (NASDAQ: TTWO) and Electronic Arts (NASDAQ: EA). It

also competes with a variety of interactive entertainment products

such as film, music, and social media, striving to capture a larger

share of consumers’ leisure time and discretionary spending.

December 31, 2020

Akash Sekar, Portfolio Manager

Return on Investment

Current Share Price $92.85

Target Price $105.00

Dividend Yield 0.44%

Implied Return 14%

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $52.05 - $92.85

Market Capitalization (US$mm) $71,764

Net Debt (US$mm) ($3,998)

Enterprise Value (US$mm) $67,766

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.67

Metrics 2020E 2021E 2022E

Revenue (US$mm) $8,118 $8,318 $9,153

EBITDA (US$mm) $3,483 $3,635 $4,087

EPS $3.40 $3.50 $3.98

EV/EBITDA 19.5x 18.6x 16.6x

Activision Blizzard

Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: Net Revenue Over Time (US$mm)

Source: Company Filings
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Figure 2: Segmented Net Revenues (US$mm)
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Within the industry, developers mainly compete on product features

and quality, brand name recognition, compatibility, and online

capabilities. While consumers are beginning to increase their playing

time, fewer games per user are being consumed, making this

criterion very critical for a franchise’s success.

Electronic Arts (NASDAQ: EA): EA publishes and develops

content and services for console, PC, and mobile devices. EA offers

a similar genre of content to ATVI such as first-person

shooter/action, role-playing, and simulation games, but also offers a

wide selection of sports games consisting of the FIFA, Madden NFL,

NHL, and UFC franchises. With its sports offerings, EA has

entrenched itself as the market leader in the space, being the sole

producer and developer of these titles. EA also offers subscription

services, such as EA Access and Origin Access, which allow its

users to access its entire catalogue of console and PC games for a

monthly or annual fee.

Take-Two Interactive Software (NASDAQ: TTWO): TTWO

develops, publishes, and markets products and content for console,

PC, and mobile devices. It operates under two main publishing

brands: Rockstar Games (Grand Theft Auto, Midnight Club, and Red

Dead Redemption franchises) and 2K (Sid Meier’s Civilization,

NBA2K, and PGA Tour 2K), and offers content from independent

developers and free-to-play mobile games through its Private

Division and Social Point labels. TTWO also recently formed a

relationship with the National Basketball Association (NBA) through

its creation of the NBA 2K League, which is the first Esports league

that is jointly owned by a professional sports league. Within the 2K

league, teams are operated by actual NBA franchises and follow a

professional sports league format.

Operational Overview

Activision Publishing provides content mainly for console

platforms. Its key franchise, Call of Duty, has maintained its status as

the number one console franchise globally over the last decade.

Activision also runs the activities of the Call of Duty League, which is

a global professional Esports league with numerous city-based

teams competing for seasonal titles.

Blizzard Entertainment produces content mainly for PC platforms

and maintains the proprietary gaming service Battle.net, which

attracts millions of players and is one of the world’s largest online

game-related services. This segment is highlighted by its World of

Warcraft and Diablo franchises for its PC platform, and its

Hearthstone and Overwatch franchises, which are available on both

PC and console. Similar to the Activision segment, Blizzard also

operates the Overwatch League, which was the first major global

professional Esports league created.

King Digital Entertainment produces content mainly for mobile

platforms, with some PC offerings available to play via Facebook.

Most of King’s content is free-to-play, with an emphasis on in-game

advertising and microtransactions as a source of revenue. King’s key

franchise is Candy Crush, which has been one of the top-ranked

games in both the App Store and Google Play Stores for over the

last 10 years.

Key Themes

After COVID-19 imposed lockdowns boosted video game demand

and time played, publishers in the space have focused on increasing

the stickiness of their user bases. With the rollout of next-gen

consoles such as the PlayStation 5 and the Xbox Series X|S in

November 2020, publishers had already begun to ensure (cont.)

Source: Company Filings

Figure 3: Revenue by Distribution Channel (US$mm)

Source: Company Filings

Figure 4: Monthly Active Users by Segment (mm)

Source: Company Filings
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games were optimized for the new hardware and offered programs

that gave consumers free upgrades to the next-gen version of

products if they had previously owned an earlier version. However,

the pandemic has disrupted supply chains across the globe leading

to a massive supply shortage of next-gen consoles causing a delay

in console adoption. This delay has lessened the impact of a

reduction in current-generation product sales, which tends to occur

during new console cycles. Moving forward, as console supply starts

to satisfy demand, publishers should see an increase in revenues as

consumers begin to update their product libraries to the next-gen

version. Additionally, the release of cheaper, digital consoles is

expected to provide a tailwind for digital distribution methods which

have become increasingly popular over the last few years. As

storage capacities have increased, faster internet speeds have made

downloading games more reliable, allowing for easier access to

games/new content. On the publisher side, digital distribution is

expected to result in an ~25% gross margin improvement, leading to

a potential margin expansion over the next decade as physical retail

is phased out.

Coupled with the increase in digital distribution, in-game revenues

(microtransactions) have also provided a tailwind to both revenues

and margins. Microtransactions have led to higher revenue per game

during its lifecycle and more predictable revenue streams. By

introducing in-game downloadable content, publishers have been

able to extend the lifecycle of their products and expand their

monetization avenues beyond the initial full-game purchase, which

has led to an increased focus on user engagement. This theme has

been most prevalent in free-to-play games such as Fortnite and Call

of Duty: Warzone, through its season pass systems that incentivizes

users to interact more with the game to unlock additional content.

Alongside free-to-play games, mobile game growth is expected to

benefit as smartphone penetration and usage increases and

competitive mobile gaming starts to increase in popularity.

Lastly, while Esports is a very young industry, it has generated a

large following like many professional sports leagues. The Esports

industry is expected to grow to $1.6B by 2023, primarily driven by

growth in sponsorships, media rights fees, and sales of

merchandise. Mainstream media such as ESPN, YouTube, and

Facebook have signed streaming deals with various Esports leagues

as it becomes a mainstream form of entertainment. While this does

not inherently drive revenues for the game, the expansion of Esports

is expected to drive demand for gaming products through its

increased exposure globally. Additionally, ownership of an Esports

league (like ATVI’s Overwatch/CDL, and TTWO’s NBA 2K League)

will allow publishers to boost revenues further through the sale of

team franchises and media rights to teams’ content.

Mandate Fit

Strong Balance Sheet: ATVI maintains a strong balance sheet,

supported by a large cash balance (~US$7.5B) resulting in a Net

Debt/EBITDA of -1.4x. It also boasts very strong liquidity metrics with

its current ratio and quick ratio sitting at 4.1x and 3.8x, respectively.

ATVI maintains a strong credit rating from both S&P and Moody's (A-

/ Baa1), which gives the Company flexibility to issue low-cost debt if

they cannot finance further developments internally.

Quality Management: Led by CEO Bobby Kotick, who has been

with the Company since 1991, ATVI has striven to produce quality

entertainment and engaging content for its community. Over the last

couple of years, the management team has focused on streamlining

investments in the organization on their biggest franchises (cont.)

Source: Company Filings

Figure 6: Global Video Game Players (B)

Source: NewZoo

Figure 7: Global Video Game Market (US$B)

Source: NewZoo



Figure 8: Margin Profiles Per Distribution Method
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(Call of Duty, Overwatch, etc.) to focus on their approach of doing a

few things very well, which has historically driven success. The

current management team successfully integrated the acquisition of

Blizzard Entertainment in 2008, and the acquisition of King

Entertainment in 2016 seamlessly into its existing operations. It also

has been prudent in streamlining core operations through the sale of

its Ubisoft and Bungie labels. Over the last 10 years, management

has returned ~US$9.6B to shareholders via dividends and share

repurchases, having increased its dividend annually since 2010.

Growing Free Cash Flows: ATVI has been able to grow its free

cash flows over the last five years at a CAGR of 13%, mainly

attributed to its consistent game releases and increased focus on in-

game revenues. An increase in digital downloads has led to margin

expansion over the last five years, as it has been able to grow its

gross margin by ~600bps to 73% and its EBITDA margin by

~800bps to 38%.

Competitive Advantage: ATVI’s intellectual property, specifically

the Call of Duty and Overwatch franchises are well regarded in the

video game industry and have been atop the best-selling franchises

over the last decade. The recent acquisition of Major League

Gaming, and its current Call of Duty and Overwatch Esports leagues

positions ATVI well to capture both the casual and professional

competitive gamers. Strategic partnerships with both YouTube and

Twitch also provide further exposure to its content worldwide. On its

PC platform, its World of Warcraft franchise has been stable over the

last decade. Its release of World of Warcraft Classic is expected to

result in an increase in subscribers, allowing it to maintain its position

as one of the most-played PC games of all time.

Attractive Valuation: ATVI trades at an ~23.8x EV/LTM EBITDA,

which is ~6x below the industry average of 29.6x. Given its

concentrated franchise base and promising content pipeline, the

CPMT believes that ATVI has room to expand its multiple over time.

Investment Thesis

The CPMT initiates a buy recommendation on ATVI, pending further

due diligence on the name. ATVI boasts best-in-class intellectual

property, headlined by its flagship franchises in Call of Duty,

Overwatch, and World of Warcraft. As the shift to recurring revenues

continues, ATVI is well-positioned to take advantage of in-game

revenue streams through its free-to-play Call of Duty: Warzone, and

World of Warcraft content releases. The release of Call of Duty: Cold

War in November 2020, as well as next-gen console cycles should

lead to increased monetization as users upgrade to optimized

versions of their existing libraries. Increased discretionary spending

should lead to an increase in product sales for Call of Duty: Cold

War, which should bolster user engagement with the free-to-play

platform. The releases of Overwatch 2 and a new Diablo series in

the next few years should further boost engagement within the

Blizzard Entertainment label, while further mobile penetration should

allow for ATVI to leverage its existing mobile IP to further increase its

ad-based revenue. As a first-mover in the Esports industry, we

expect ATVI to continue its expansion and performance in both the

Call of Duty League and Overwatch Leagues, leading to enhanced

global awareness of its content. The addition of Major League

Gaming further augments its position as an Esports leader among

the major publishers. Trading at a current discount to its PC/console

peers, we believe that much of ATVI’s long-term growth

opportunities have not yet been priced in. Additionally, the expansion

of engagement and in-game monetization that is expected out of the

Call of Duty franchise has not yet been realized.

Source: Company Filings

Figure 9: Profitability Metrics vs PC/Console Peers

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 10: EV/LTM EBITDA vs PC/Console Peers

Source: S&P Capital IQ
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Helena Cherniak-Kennedy, Portfolio Manager

Katie Tu, Investment Analyst

Return on Investment

Current Share Price $40.71

Target Price $49.00

Dividend Yield 8.20%

Implied Return 29%

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $33.06 - $57.32

Market Capitalization ($mm) $84,701

Net Debt ($mm) $66,895

Preferred Equity ($mm) $7,747

Noncontrolling interest ($mm) $3,231

Enterprise Value (US$mm) $162,574

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.93

Metrics 2020E 2021E 2022E

Revenue ($mm) $39,190 $40,365 $42,384

EBITDA ($mm) $13,372 $14,007 $14,881

Dividend per Share ($/share) $3.24 $3.34 $3.51

EV/EBITDA 12.2x 11.6x 10.9x
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Enbridge
Energy

TSX: ENB | NYSE: ENB
Market Outperform | Hold

Investment Thesis Summary

• The CPMT believes ENB has a resilient, low-risk business model

that retains cash flow stability through economic downturns

• The Fund is lowering our conviction rating from a 3 to a 2 to align

with our 4% AUM position and to reflect regulatory risks

• Management has demonstrated prudent capital allocation,

prioritizing balance sheet strength and a growing dividend

• Growing exposure to renewable energy through ENB’s

Renewable Power segment which comprises 5% of its asset mix

Business Description

Enbridge (TSX: ENB) is a North American energy infrastructure

company with core operations consisting of five segments: Liquids

Pipeline, Gas Transmission and Midstream, Gas Distribution and

Storage, Renewable Power Generation, and Energy Services. ENB

owns and operates the world’s longest and most complex crude oil

and liquids transportation system, transporting ~25% of the crude oil

produced in North America and ~65% of U.S.-bound Canadian

exports. The Company also transports ~20% of the natural gas

consumed in the U.S. through its natural gas network. Notably, ENB

has a diversified portfolio of renewable energy projects with a total

net generation capacity of 1,977 MW, making it one of the largest

renewable energy companies in Canada.

Original Investment Thesis

The CPMT entered a position in ENB in January 2016. The original

investment thesis was based on the Company’s strategically-located

assets that generated resilient cash flows, as well as management’s

strong track record of executing major projects and returning capital

to shareholders through dividends. Since the purchase, ENB

continued to fit our mandate due to its low-risk business model (98%

of EBITDA coming from stable revenue sources) and disciplined

approach to debt reduction.

Industry Overview and Competitive Landscape 

Within the energy infrastructure industry, ENB’s peer group consists

of pipeline and midstream companies based in Canada (TSX: ALA,

GEI, IPL, KEY, PPL, TRP) and in the U.S. (NASDAQ: PAA; NYSE:

KMI, TRGP). In 2020, rapid declines in fuel consumption brought

about by the COVID-19 pandemic caused large cuts to refinery run

and crude oil production, resulting in significant decreases in

transport volumes and asset utilization rates for midstream

operators. However, we expect these results to be temporary.

Meanwhile, fundamentals appear to be improving, with generally

lower leverage and smaller capital programs across the industry.

The clean energy transition remains a topical subject in the industry

and presents several challenges and opportunities for midstream

operators. Long-term oil demand destruction, refinery closures, and

refineries’ conversions to renewable fuels can negatively impact

infrastructure demand and midstream companies servicing those

refineries. Meanwhile, clean energy can provide meaningful growth

for midstream companies through hydrogen and renewable natural

gas opportunities. The inflexible nature of renewables increases the

demand for natural gas infrastructure and energy storage assets.

Enbridge

Holding Period Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: EBITDA Segmentation (FY2019)

Source: Company Filings 
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Mandate Fit 

Quality Management: The CPMT favours management’s focus on

disciplined growth, which prioritizes low-capital intensity and

regulated utility investments, as well as its commitment to returning

capital to shareholders through consistent dividend increases.

Management also takes a low-risk approach to growing ENB’s

renewables portfolio, focusing on assets backed by long-term power

purchase agreements with 99% investment grade counterparties.

Competitive Advantage: ENB has one of the lowest risk profiles

among midstream companies and a portfolio of premier North

American midstream assets. ENB’s Mainline provides critical WCSB

egress, connecting Canadian heavy oil supply with both U.S. Gulf

Coast refineries, which require heavy oil supply, as well as captive

Midwest refineries. While Mainline volume declines remain a key

risk, the expected shift from the current Competitive Tolling

Settlement (CTS) toll structure to contracted volumes in 2021 will

reduce volume volatility. In its other business segments, ENB

possesses last-mile connectivity to demand centers for natural gas

transmission, as well as low-risk regulated gas distribution and

contracted power generation.

Additionally, ENB is one of North America’s leading renewable

operators and developers. Renewable energy has increased from

2% to 5% of ENB’s asset mix from 2010 to 2020 and is expected to

continue representing an increased portion of the Company’s

EBITDA mix going forward. ENB’s commitment to ESG is further

illustrated by its target of net zero emissions by 2050, and diversity

goal of having 28% of employees from Racial and Ethnic

demographic groups by 2025.

Strong Balance Sheet: ENB has demonstrated a strong

commitment to retaining financial strength, maintaining an

investment grade BBB+ credit rating. Debt-to-EBITDA was 4.7x at

the end of 2020, within ENB’s long-term target range of 4.5-5.0x.

Furthermore, the Company has $13B of available liquidity, up from

$9B at the start of 2020. This illustrates the resiliency of ENB’s

balance sheet, despite the declining commodity prices in the first half

of 2020.

Growing Free Cash Flow: With 98% COS, contracted, or CTS cash

flows, ENB has less than 2% of cash flow at risk to adverse market

pricing. Following its 2017 acquisition of Spectra, ENB has grown

adjusted EBITDA and distributable cash flow (DCF) per share at

three-year CAGRs of 13% and 11%, respectively.

ENB has transparent growth strategies moving forward. Firstly, the

Company aims to enhance returns from existing businesses through

optimization, cost reductions, and technological improvements that

do not require large capital spending (driving 1-2% DCF growth).

Secondly, ENB intends to execute on its secured capital program,

deploying $16B through 2023 into secured growth projects to drive

$2B of incremental EBITDA growth and 4-5% DCF/share growth.

Additionally, the Line 3 Replacement project is expected to enter

service in Q4 2021, which will further support FCF generation.

Valuation

The CPMT valued ENB by applying a 12.0x EV/EBITDA multiple to

2022E EBITDA of $14.9B, resulting in a target price of $49. With a

DCF payout ratio of 60-70% and 26 consecutive years of dividend

increases, ENB’s peer-leading dividend yield of 8.2% has remained

a consistently attractive feature of the holding. ENB has historically

traded at a premium to peers, which we believe is warranted given

ENB’s track record of execution and stable contracted cash flows.

Source: Company Filings

Figure 4: Net Debt to LTM EBITDA

Source: Company Filings, S&P Capital IQ
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Revised Investment Thesis 

The CPMT continues to remain convicted on ENB as a leader in the

Canadian midstream space. The Fund’s original thesis for investing

in ENB has played out to date; since initiating a position in ENB in

2016, the Company has enhanced the resiliency and low-risk profile

of its business, demonstrating the ability to thrive and generate cash

flow through commodity price volatility and economic downturns.

Management has consistently demonstrated effective and disciplined

capital allocation, prioritizing balance sheet strength and sustainable

dividend growth, while investing in long-term growth initiatives and

remaining open to opportunistic capital deployment.

Lastly, ENB has shown flexibility in its business model, proactively

capitalizing on the industry shift towards renewable energy sources,

with renewables representing a growing proportion of ENB’s asset

mix. Strong ESG commitment has further solidified ENB’s position as

a sustainable investment in the long-term.

Moving forward, the Fund will continue to monitor the Line 3

Replacement project, Line 5, and the Mainline contracting

discussions, acknowledging the associated regulatory risks.
Source: Company Filings, Street Research
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Ericsson
Information Technology

NASDAQ: ERIC
Market Underperform | No Action

Investment Thesis Summary

• As a global leading license holder of 5G technologies, ERIC has 

the potential to capture significant market share in the segment

• ERIC needs to earn the trust of its investors back before 

warranting a re-rating

• The Company's positioning in the space and outlook makes it an 

attractive company to monitor going forward

Business Description

Ericsson (NASDAQ: ERIC) offers integrated telecommunications

technology and services, including network infrastructure for mobile

and fixed communication, such as broadband networks and Internal

Protocol (IP) core transport networks. The Company holds the

world’s leading patent portfolio in cellular technology with more than

54,000 granted patents and over 100 signed licensing agreements.

ERIC operates through its Networks, Digital Services, Managed

Services, and Emerging Businesses segments. Notably, ERIC was

the first company to enable 5G services in four continents and

supports over 2.5B subscribers across its cellular networks globally.

Industry Overview

Companies in the telecommunications industry provide wireless

network communication, messaging, and internet access services by

operating and maintaining transmission facilities. Alongside these

services, many telecommunications firms sell cell phones and other

wireless devices to customers, as well as wholesale wireless

infrastructure capacity to telecommunications resellers. Major

revenue drivers for the industry include securing long-term licensing

agreements for new technologies, such as 5G, and expanding

operations into regions with undeveloped networks. The industry has

experienced continued consolidation in recent years, as

demonstrated by T-Mobile’s (NASDAQ: TMUS) acquisitions of

MetroPCS and Sprint.

Mandate Fit

Quality Management: ERIC is led by its President and CEO, Börje

Ekholm, who was appointed in January 2017 after former President

and CEO, Hans Vestberg, was let go in July 2016 following the

Company’s poor financial performance. The leadership of Ekholm,

along with the rest of the management team, has been instrumental

in reshaping the Company operationally through geographic and

developmental expansions. In 2017, management suspended its

share repurchase program and its dividend, but is currently working

towards increasing the capital returned to shareholders. Despite

displaying competency, ERIC’s management team continues to be

hindered by the previous management teams’ actions, including the

US$1.1B fine the Company was given in 2019 by the U.S.

Department of Justice as a result of violations of the Foreign Corrupt

Practices Act between 2000 and 2016.

Strong Balance Sheet: As of Q3 2020, ERIC maintains an

Assets/Equity ratio of 3.35x relative to its 2016 value of 2.11x.

Additionally, the Company’s Current Ratio has dropped to 1.31x after

being as high as 2.25x in previous years. The Company’s increased

use of leverage and decrease in liquidity can be attributed to (cont.)
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Current Share Price $11.95

Target Price $12.00
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Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)
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Figure 1: Mobile RAN Market Share by Vendor

Source: Street Research
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its need of additional funds to support operations, impacts from

COVID-19, and the capital intensity of the industry. The Company

currently holds a credit rating of BBB- according to S&P and is

subject to stricter debt-covenants as a result.

Growing Free Cash Flow: ERIC has demonstrated a growing free

cash flow. Notably, from the period between 2015 and 2019, the

Company’s Levered and Unlevered Free Cash Flows grew by

CAGRs of 24% and 23%, respectively. Despite this growth, ERIC

has seen fluctuations in EBIT with a CAGR of -6.3%.

Competitive Advantage: The CPMT believes that ERIC’s

competitive advantage stems from its innovative technology and

strategic focus. Over the last four quarters, the Company has

invested over SEK 40B towards research and development to

optimize its 5G portfolio. ERIC has been able to lead its peers in

driving 5G standards through its technological developments,

including flexible and ultra-lean design concepts for its air interface,

which is used to reduce energy consumption and support a range of

deployment cases. The Company’s innovation has helped ERIC

established itself as a leading provider of 5G infrastructure.

ESG

The Company has outlined its strategy to embed sustainability

across its operations in its Sustainability and Corporate

Responsibility Report. The strategy has two main aims: reduce risks

across the business and create positive impacts for society.

Environment: ERIC is an active contributor to the Exponential

Climate Action Roadmap report, an initiative demonstrating the

potential for all sectors of the global economy to halve greenhouse

gas emissions by 2030. Between 2011 and 2017, the Company has

reduced carbon emissions by 48% and aims to further reduce its

carbon footprint by 35% by 2022 (using a baseline from 2016).

Social: In 2019, the Company began initiatives to strengthen its

Ethics and Compliance program, such as updating policies and

procedures to meet international anti-corruption standards.

Additionally, ERIC is a member of the Global Network Initiative, a

platform that addresses censorship and privacy challenges in the

information and communications technology sector. In response to

the COVID-19 pandemic, the Company partnered with Getinge, a

global provider of health care solutions, to increase the production of

advanced ICU ventilators by 160% during 2020.

Governance: ERIC has a global governance system, the Ericsson

Group Management System (EGMS), which oversees policies and

releases company-wide directives. The system has multiple

certifications issued by third-parties to ensure that EGMS is applied

throughout the organization; an external assurance provider

assesses how ERIC utilizes group policies and directives.

Investment Thesis

ERIC was valued using a five-year DCF with a WACC of 5.88%. The

model consisted of a 50/50 blend of (1) the Gordon Growth method

with a terminal growth rate of 2.0% and (2) an EV/EBITDA exit

multiple of 9.1x, arriving at a target price of SEK 97. This

corresponds to a final price target of US$12.00. The CPMT believes

that while ERIC exemplifies market leadership in the ever-growing

space of 5G telecommunications, its blemished track record and the

highly competitive industry it operates in does not make it an obvious

addition to the existing portfolio. We will continue to monitor the

name throughout the 5G rollout and re-assess the Company when it

demonstrates stability in its balance sheet and management.

Source: Refinitiv Eikon
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lululemon athletica
Consumer Discretionary

NASDAQ: LULU
Market Perform | Buy

Investment Thesis Summary

• The CPMT views LULU as a company positioned for impressive 

growth due to its highly developed understanding of consumers 

and continual efforts to expand

• The Company has been able to grow its e-commerce sales from 

8.1% of net revenues in FY2010 to 28.6% in FY2019, the Fund 

expects this growth to continue

• With a large focus on work-from-home, athleisure wear, and a 

higher importance placed on healthier lifestyles, LULU should 

continue to report impressive comparable sales and increase its 

market share in the space

Business Description

lululemon athletica (NASDAQ: LULU) is a Canadian activewear

apparel retailer that designs, distributes, and retails internationally.

LULU was founded in Vancouver, BC by Dennis “Chip” Wilson in

1998 and opened its first standalone store in Kitsilano, Vancouver in

2000. Wilson originally created the brand as he noted a lack of

options for women’s activewear and that competitors such as Nike

(NYSE: NKE) and Adidas (XTRA: ADS) were offering essentially

men’s apparel in smaller sizes and different colours. The brand has

quickly adapted and has begun to offer gear for men, women, and

young girls. The Company has an ambassador program with elite

athletes and a program called “Sweat Collective” with members of

the community that are in search of and teach sweaty pursuits.

Industry Overview

LULU operates in a niche market lacking any true pure-play

competitors. The sportswear industry is sufficient in offering potential

comparable companies for LULU and proper industry guidance. U.S.

sportswear market sales have increased substantially over the past

10 years at a CAGR of ~6.7%, and, despite the COVID-19 FY2020

impact, sales are projected to grow at ~5% YoY until 2024. In 2009,

sportswear sales made up ~20% of total U.S. apparel sales, in

comparison to ~32% in 2019. The shift towards the work-from-home

environment has been beneficial for the athleisure wear portion of

the sportswear segment, with health and wellness being recognized

as more important by younger generations. Research conducted

found that Generation Z and millennials view exercising as their top

two ways to become healthier and lose weight whereas Generation

X and Baby Boomers viewed it as the third and the fourth,

respectively.

Company Growth and Strategy

LULU launched its five-year growth plan nearly two years ago. This

growth plan (or as advertised by the Company, the ‘Power of

Three’), focuses on product innovation, omni-guest experience, and

market expansion. Both international and men’s revenues have seen

notable increases following the introduction of the growth plan, with

the most recent quarter reporting that 14.4% and 21.4% of revenues

were made up of international sales and men’s, respectively. The

direct-to-consumer (e-commerce) success has been partially due to

the COVID-19 pandemic; however, direct-to-consumer revenues

were reporting strong growth prior to the pandemic.
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Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)
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Figure 1: Revenue Segments
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In Q1 2017, direct-to-consumer represented 19.7% of overall

revenues, compared to 24.6% in Q3 2019 (last quarter prior to the

pandemic). LULU has also focused on store growth. As of the end of

FY2013, LULU had 254 stores in comparison with its most recent

FY2019 count of 491. In 2017, the Company underwent a

restructuring plan mainly focusing on its ivivva stores, which catered

to younger girls. This restructuring entailed closing nearly all ivivva

stores and moving sales of these products solely to online platforms.

More recently, LULU completed its acquisition of MIRROR in July

2020. MIRROR is an at-home fitness company that offers users a

subscription-based workout experience. Similar in concept to

Peloton (NASDAQ: PTON), MIRROR is equipped with a plethora of

workouts. This acquisition is aimed at assisting LULU in continuing

to achieve its omni-guest experience section of its Power of Three

growth strategy. At-home workouts have grown in popularity due to

the COVID-19 pandemic and will likely continue even as gyms and

boutique fitness studios re-open.

Mandate Fit and ESG Initiatives

Quality Management: While LULU has seen high turnover

throughout its executive team in the past, current CEO Calvin

McDonald and the rest of the management team have continued to

innovate. LULU has realized impressive growth under their guidance

with a two-year TSR of ~186%.

Competitive Advantage: The brand recognition that LULU has

achieved over its existence is nearly unparalleled and the

Company’s ability to commodify the ‘sweat life’ is impressive.

Through continual innovation, such as a membership program and

experiential stores, LULU consistently pushes the boundaries of

what it means to be a consumer discretionary business. Both LULU’s

EBITDA margins and comparable sales are impressive in

comparison with peers (Figures 4, 5, & 6).

Strong Balance Sheet: LULU utilizes no leverage in its capital

structure and sustains a large cash balance of $481mm as of Q3

2020. The Company boasts an impressive LTM ROIC of 43.7% (as

of Q3 2020) in comparison with peer average of ~16.6%.

Growing Free Cash Flow: LULU boasts an eight-year FCF CAGR

of 22%. The Company continues to reinvest its cash through share

repurchases and consistent R&D.

ESG Initiatives: LULU is focusing on diversity and inclusion at all

levels of the organization and aims to ensure underrepresented

individuals are encouraged to have a constant dialogue with Senior

Management. The Company also made the move to offer more

inclusive sizing throughout many of its popular products. This

innovation will continue along with new and adapted designs. The

Company is working to ensure at minimum 75% of products will be

made using sustainable materials by 2025. LULU is also looking

towards creating a re-sell, recycle, or repair program by 2025;

Patagonia International currently offers a similar program which has

been highly successful. With these initiatives, the CPMT believes

LULU is catering to many consumers’ desires which will likely offer

the Company continued support.

Valuation and Risks

LULU was valued using a 50/50 blended Gordon Growth (using a

WACC of 7.45% and a 3% terminal growth rate) and an EV/EBITDA

exit multiple of 21.5x. This returned a target price of $379.00,

implying a 9% return. The valuation approach was conservative as

average EV/EBITDA multiple from a relative valuation of comparable

firms is ~32.1x which is much higher than the exit multiple chosen.

Source: Company Filings
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Figure 5: EBITDA Margins Prior to COVID-19 Impact 
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This exit multiple was adjusted down to remain conservative with the

uncertain impacts that the pandemic may continue to have on the

brick-and-mortar portion of the Company and the sector. The model

also reflects a substantial decrease in comparable store sales

growth in comparison with historical results for FY2020E. While

LULU trades at a premium to peers, the CPMT believes this

premium is warranted due to its continued innovation and its ability

to capture greater market share, both domestically and

internationally. LULU’s strong focus on consumer preferences and

values is likely to ensure its continued success.

COVID-19 Pandemic and What’s Ahead

While the COVID-19 pandemic forced shutdowns of all of LULU’s

stores at some point, the Company’s direct-to-consumer segment

made up ~54.0% and ~61.4% of net revenues in Q1 and Q2 of 2020,

respectively. In both Q2 and Q3 2020, LULU reported YoY increases

in net revenue of 22.2% and 22.0%, respectively. In Q3 2020, LULU

also reported YoY net income growth.

The CPMT views LULU’s acquisition of MIRROR as favourable in

the long-term. MIRROR’s aesthetically pleasing design allows it to

be easily incorporated into homes as it does not look like workout

equipment, which is an advantage over products offered by PTON.

LULU can also ensure instructors on MIRROR are wearing its

apparel, further promoting its products. The Company has also

introduced experiential stores in two states to test the response

these stores receive. The stores are equipped with full workout

rooms, a dining area and restaurant full of healthy choices, and large

well equipped locker rooms. Additionally, LULU has been testing out

a membership program for the past few years. It has introduced the

program slowly to certain cities in order to gain insight on the

demand for the program. Due to LULU’s strong competitive

advantage, solid fundamentals, and continual innovation, the CPMT

views LULU as an attractive addition to our current holdings.

Source: Company Filings
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North American Health Care

Executive Summary

In 2020, the Health Care sector has undergone rapid innovation,

consolidation, and pressure due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The

purpose of this report is to analyze and gain an understanding of the

past year’s performance and responses of the broader Health Care

industries, including Biotechnology, Pharmaceuticals, and Medical

Devices. Additionally, we will look at Partnerships, Collaborations,

M&A activity, and key industry themes moving into 2021.

Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals Industry

The Biotechnology (Biotech) Industry develops novel drugs aimed at

treating unmet medical needs. As a result, biotech firms take on high

levels of risk and invest heavily into research & development (R&D).

In contrast, Pharmaceutical Companies are more diversified; these

firms have successful drugs in the market, along with new drugs in

various stages and long-term research projects. Well-known biotech

legacy companies include Amgen (NASDAQ: AMGN), Biogen Inc.

(NASDAQ: BIIB), and Gilead Sciences (NASDAQ: GILD). Large-Cap

Biotech companies include Regeneron Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ:

REGN) and Vertex Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: VRTX). Major

Pharmaceutical companies include Bristol Myers Squibb (NYSE:

BMY), Merck & Co. (NYSE: MRK), Pfizer (NYSE: PFE), and Eli Lilly

and Co. (NYSE: LLY).

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, political headwinds, and legitimate

concerns for clinical trial execution, data timelines, and commercial

dynamics, the NASDAQ Biotechnology Index (NBI) outperformed the

S&P 500 by ~28%. The Health Care sector is expected to contribute

17% of the S&P 500’s revenue growth in 2021, with Biotech firms

accounting for 8% of revenue growth.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, biotech companies have

developed vaccines and treatments at rapid rates. The first COVID-

19 vaccines were developed by Moderna (NASDAQ: MRNA) and

Pfizer-BioNTech (NYSE: PFE; NASDAQ: BNTX) and have started to

be distributed globally. Broadly speaking, 53 new drugs and

biologics were approved 2020 YTD, compared to 59 and 46 in 2018

and 2017, respectively. Lagging FDA approvals and clinical trials

could be attributed to COVID-19 restrictions, time delays, and

capacity restraints as opposed to traditional read-out timelines.

Overall, the Biotech industry weathered pandemic-related

disruptions better than other sectors; its ability to administer later-

stage pipeline commercial drugs helped to satisfy the current high

demand for medical treatments.

New and innovative products and technologies will be crucial for

driving innovation in 2021. Gene and cell therapy, as well as

treatments for CNS-related disorders (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, MS,

etc.), oncology, and orphan diseases (Fabry, Pompe, PNH, Batten

Disease, etc.), have been central focuses over the past five years.

The small-cap industry introduced several innovations that increased

productivity; these include a significant number of drug approvals

and classes, including Alnylam Pharmaceuticals’ Oxlumo, the first

drug to treat a rare metabolic disorder, Y-mAbs Therapeutics’

Danyelza, a treatment for refractory/relapsed neuroblastoma, and

BMY and Acceleron Pharma’s Reblozyl, a treatment red blood cell

transfusion-dependent anemia associated with beta-thalassemia.
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Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: Industry Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)
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2020 valuations for large-cap pure-plays also remained depressed,

trading at a discount relative to the market, pharma, managed care,

and med-tech industries (~13x 2021E EPS for big/emerging biotech

vs. ~21x for the S&P). However, the capital markets supported

emerging Biotech firms through recent IPOs, secondaries, and a

flurry of M&A activities. EPS growth for legacy Biotech companies,

such as AMGN, BIIB, and GILD were driven by earnings leverages,

share repurchases, and revenue growth.

Medical Devices Industry

Medical Device companies develop and produce medical and

surgical instruments for physicians to diagnose, treat, or prevent

medical conditions. Instruments include electromedical and

electrotherapeutic apparatuses, such as medical ultrasound

equipment, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) equipment, and

surgical robots. Major companies include Medtronic PLC (NYSE:

MDT), Abbott Laboratories (NYSE: ABT), Intuitive Surgical

(NASDAQ: ISRG), and Johnson & Johnson (NYSE: JNJ).

Several key factors affect industry performance: (1) the number of

physician visits; (2) the number of individuals over age 65; (3)

healthcare legislation changes and government subsidies for

healthcare programs; (4) continued growth of industry segments.

(1) The number of physician visits is directly correlated with the need

to purchase or replace medical equipment. In 2019, physician visits

in the U.S. increased by ~2.5% YoY before declining sharply by

~6.7% YoY in 2020.

(2) Advances in medical treatments have led to longer life

expectancies and an increase in the number of individuals over the

age of 65. The World Bank estimates that the world population ages

65 and above as a percentage of total population has grown at a

CAGR of ~2% from 2015 to 2019.

(3) Potential changes to healthcare legislation can create uncertainty

for Medical Devices companies. For example, the Physician

Payment Sunshine Act (enacted in 2010) requires manufacturers to

annually report any value transfers to physicians, resulting in higher

costs and lower margins for firms. As federal funding for Medicare in

the U.S. is expected to grow to 5.9% of GDP by 2040, Medical

Devices companies will benefit from an increase in subsidized

patients.

(4) Select industry segments have historically been key growth

drivers for Medical Devices companies and are expected to continue

to drive growth into the future. Significant drivers include Diabetes,

Robotic Surgery, and Transcatheter Aortic Valve Replacement

(TAVR). As global health expenditure on diabetes is expected to

reach US$490B in 2030, the global diabetes devices market is

estimated to grow to US$41.6B by 2027, representing a 7.8% CAGR

starting in 2020. The COVID-19 pandemic also created a significant

demand for respiratory ventilators and respirators.

There were a few strong performers in the year: ABT, Edwards

Lifesciences Corp (NYSE: EW), ISRG, and Organogenesis Holdings

Inc. (NASDAQ: ORGO) were up 25.3%, 16.7%, 36.8%, and 52.4%,

respectively, in 2020. The CPMT believes that success for these

firms is attributed to each operating in high-growth segments, such

as Diabetes for ABT and TAVR for EW, which the CPMT will

continue to monitor in 2021.

Key Themes to Monitor in 2021

Moving into 2021, key themes to monitor include (1) COVID-19

Vaccine Innovation, Distribution, and Effect; (2) Health Care (cont.)

Figure 3: Industry EPS Growth & Revenue Growth
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reform In the U.S.; (3) Innovation Cycles, Clinical Trials, and Drug

Launches; (4) Regulatory Environments; (5) Uses of Cash and M&A

Activity.

COVID-19 Vaccine Impact: Pandemic-induced constraints include:

disrupted clinical trials that resulted in delays and data quality control

issues; FDA restrictions and an inability to complete regulatory

reviews and perform site inspections; and reduced patient visits,

scripts, and revenues from ‘essential’ or ‘discretionary’ procedures

labelled by officials. Progressive vaccine rollouts, achieving herd

immunity, and gaining control over the virus would enable health

care firms to return to greater normalcy in R&D, sales and marketing,

and product lifecycle operations.

U.S. Health Care Reform: U.S. health care reform has attempted to

address the high list prices for prescription drugs, rising out-of-

pocket costs, and currently limited access to affordable options.

President-elect Joe Biden’s plans to allow Medicare to negotiate with

drug manufacturers would secure lower prices and establish a

review board for competitive price setting. It also proposes that drug

advertising would no longer be a tax-deductible expense, imposing

taxes on manufacturers’ drug cost increases in excess of inflation

rates. The reform is expected to continue into 2021; however,

challenges exist in implementing Medicare, as well as an overall lack

of alignment on reform policies.

Innovation, Clinical Trials, & Drug Launches: Investment in digital

tools and data analytics will improve patient experience, retention in

clinical trials, and shorten the release time to market. New

transformative products performed well upon launching due to

commercial execution and appropriate expectations from

management. SGEN, GILD, REGN, MRNA, and PFE/BNTX

successfully launched new drugs in 2020, with expected 2021

launches in the near-term 2021 from BMY/BLUE, JNJ/LGEN, SGEN,

AMGN, and BMRN. Creating a virtual platform for physicians to

connect with patients could improve clinical trials and treatment,

such as Akili’s EndeavorRx™, the first-and-only prescription

treatment for ADHD delivered through a video game.

Regulatory Environment: The strong trend of FDA approvals in

2020 can be attributed to the FDA’s increased clarity in regulatory

requirements and expedited approaches, which the CPMT believes

will support successful approvals translating into 2021. For instance,

The FDA granted 151 Fast Track designation requests in CY 2019,

up from 115 in 2019. The FDA highlights the continued success of its

expedited approval pathways, which exceeded a goal of a 95%

approval rate for 510(k) submissions. Decisions were issued on 99%

of submissions received in the FY2019 cohort within 90 FDA days

under the Medical Device User Fee Amendments (MDUFA).

M&A, Partnerships, and Collaborations

The CPMT believes M&A within the health care space will continue

to be an integral focus as large biotech companies look to external

innovation to augment their commercial portfolios and pipelines.

There were 12 public U.S. M&A deals announced (vs. 17 in 2019)

and the bulk of this activity was driven by larger-sized acquisitions in

2020. Notable transactions include BMY’s $13B acquisition of

MyoKardia (NASDAQ: MYOK) and JNJ’s $6.5B acquisition of

Momenta Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: MNTA). These large-cap

biotech firms executed acquisitions a favourable cash mix, and the

ability to lever up balance sheets (2-4x Net Debt/EBITDA).

December 31, 2020Calgary Portfolio Management Trust
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Figure 7: 2020 U.S. Drug Revenue Sources

Figure 6: 2020 YoY Change In Operating Room Volumes
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Prologis
Real Estate

NYSE: PLD
Market Outperform | Buy

Investment Thesis Summary

• Best-in-class portfolio of industrial Real Estate assets in a post-

pandemic world where e-commerce and omnichannel retail 

dominate the competitive landscape

• A highly experienced management team with a track record of 

accretive deal execution and quality customer retention, with a 

diverse base of 5,500 customers

• High liquidity, quality debt metrics and ratings, and access to 

private capital in a flexible foreign market business structure 

allows for controlled exposure to international markets

Business Description

Prologis, Inc (NYSE: PLD) is the global leader in logistics real estate

(RE), with a presence in 19 countries across four continents. Due to

the distributed nature of the Company’s assets, local teams actively

manage the portfolio on a specialized basis. PLD manages its

business on an owned and managed (O&M) basis. This portfolio

includes consolidated properties (properties whose earnings,

expenses, and obligations appear in PLD’s financial statements) and

properties owned by unconsolidated co-investment venture partners

(unconsolidated subsidiaries appear as investments in PLD’s

financials). The Company makes decisions based on the total O&M

portfolio, as it manages the properties regardless of ownership, but

evaluates its results based on its proportionate economic ownership

of each property. The REIT splits its business activities into the Real

Estate Operations and Strategic Capital segments. PLD’s size and

scale have also allowed it to become one of the biggest RE

researchers, which gives the Company first-hand access to new

insights before they are released to the public.

Real Estate Operations: PLD engages in rental and industrial RE

development across the world’s most active centers of commerce.

The Company collects rent from customers through long-term

leases, including reimbursements for most operating costs. The

Rental Operations segment is the largest revenue contributor,

generally composing 85%-90% of revenue, earnings, and Funds

from Operations (FFO). Strategic Capital: PLD engages in

partnership activities with investors throughout the world. The

Company generates revenue from this segment from unconsolidated

co-investment ventures through asset and property management

services, as well as leasing, acquisition, construction, and disposition

services. U.S. rental revenues make up 93% of the total RE

operations’ revenues, while making up ~79% of total revenues.

Industry Overview and Secular Trends

With the widespread accessibility of the internet, digitization trends

started to become prevalent in almost every industry after the Great

Recession. E-commerce started to gain popularity amongst

shoppers when improving internet bandwidth coupled with better

user devices started allowing for satisfying digital user experiences

that could replicate the shopping experience, online. The U.S. saw

Industrial RE yearly absorption grow from ~149 Million Square Feet

(MSF) in 2011 (stabilized post-recession) to ~240 MSF in 2019.

Europe saw an increase in absorption from ~50 MSF in 2010 to

~130 MSF in 2019, supporting the trend.

December 31, 2020

Jose Menjivar, Portfolio Manager

Return on Investment

Current Share Price (US$) $99.66

Target Price (US$) $115.00

Dividend Yield 2.33%

Implied Return 18%

Conviction Rating 1

Market Profile

52-Week Range (US$) $59.82 - $112.37

Market Capitalization (US$mm) $73,668

Net Debt (US$mm) $16,027

Enterprise Value (US$mm) $89,695

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.81

Metrics 2020E 2021E 2022E

NOI (US$mm) $3,227 $3,558 $3,707

NAREIT FFO (US$mm) $2,995 $3,178 $3,512

FFO/sh (US$) $4.05 $4.30 $4.75

P/FFO 24.6x 23.2x 21.0x

Prologis 

Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: O&M Portfolio, Rentable Square Feet (MSF)

Source: 2019 Company Filings
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Figure 2: U.S & Global E-Commerce Sales (US$B)
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Demand outpacing supply resulted in low logistics RE vacancy rates.

In 2013, the U.S. and Europe had average vacancy rates of 10%,

which were 4.5% and 4% by the end of 2019, respectively.

E-commerce transformed from a convenience to a necessity when

the COVID-19 pandemic paralyzed the physical economy in Q1

2020. The compulsory spike in e-commerce activity has forced a

large part of previously skeptical end-retail customers to use online

platforms for shopping, exposing them to these new channels. This

is expected to provide tailwinds for the sector going forward. End-

customers are realizing what can be purchased online and what they

prefer to shop in-store, which will further support e-commerce growth

in these favoured sectors.

In addition to the pandemic-induced structural change to the retail

environment, retailers are starting to adopt omni-channel strategies

where the user has a fully integrated shopping experience, from

brick-and-mortar stores to mobile browsing. Further adding to

industry tailwinds is the fact that e-commerce uses 3x as much

space as brick-and-mortar stores, and U.S. retailers have shown

interest in increasing their inventory levels with an expected

incremental demand of 285-570 MSF over the next 2-3 years.

Mandate Fit

Growing FFO and FCF: PLD has exhibited a 17.6% and 11% FFO

and FCF CAGR, respectively, since 2013. The CPMT believes these

growth rates are evidence of management’s ability to execute on

strategic asset acquisitions and dispositions, given FFO takes these

metrics into consideration. An FFO margin improvement from 44% in

2013 to 71% in 2019 (63% in 2020, due to higher costs related to the

pandemic) gives us conviction in the Company’s ability to capitalize

on economies of scale, and we expect it to continue to improve cash

flow generation given structural tailwinds in the industry.

Competitive Advantages: PLD’s most notable competitive

advantages are evident in its business model and industry status.

First, PLD’s portfolio of properties and land are in or near high

population and consumption markets and connection ports with high

barriers to entry. 2.5% of global GDP passes through the Company’s

warehouses yearly. Second, the Company has prioritized ESG

strongly and was ranked the 26th most sustainable Company

globally by Corporate Knights. Third, PLD’s business structure

allows the Company to access private capital in foreign markets with

the option of consolidating assets after equity commitments with co-

investment ventures have matured.

Strong Balance Sheet: PLD has a best-in-class balance sheet, a

relevant factor in a capital-intensive industry. The Company is rated

A- by S&P and A3 by Moody’s, the best ratings among its peer group

(NYSE: EGP, REXR, FR, STAG, TRNO, DRE). Additionally, PLD

has lowered its Total Debt/Equity from 63.2% in 2015 to 47.5% in

2019 and has improved its EBITDA Interest Coverage Ratio from

4.8x to 10.1x in the same time period.

Quality Management: PLDs senior leadership has extensive

experience in the industry. Hamid Moghadam, CEO and Chairman,

founded ABM in 1983. The entity later merged with ProLogis to

create PLD in 2011. Most of the senior executives have been in the

Company since the mid-2000s. Base salaries have not changed for

NEOs since 2016 (average of US$600K), while performance-based

incentives make up >94% of total compensation.

Valuation

The CPMT’s valuation consists of a five-year DCF with a 4.9%

WACC and an EV/LTM EBITDA exit multiple of 28x (five (cont’d)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Statista

Figure 3: Dividends Issued and FFO Payout Ratio

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates

Figure 4: P/FFO Over Time vs Peers
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Figure 5: Total Debt/EBITDA Over Time
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turns lower than current peer average to account for multiple

compression), resulting in a target price of US$115. SS NOI YoY

changes were maintained near the 3-year average of ~3.5%, above

Q3 2020 levels. PLD is currently trading in line with peers on a

P/FFO basis (26.8x vs 26.1x), but the CPMT believes that it

deserves its historic premium due to its scale, proven track record on

deal execution, high total shareholder return, and asset quality.

Investment Thesis and Risks

Important and considerable risks include rising interest rates; slowing

industrial RE demand due to the global recession; slowing e-

commerce adoption, leading to lower rents and higher vacancy; and

lower cap rates, limiting the possibilities of accretive asset

acquisitions.

Rising interest rates present considerable headwinds for REIT

valuations. However, the CPMT believes that PLD’s strong financial

position and favorable credit positioning will allow it to continue to

borrow at low interest rates. Additionally, the Company raised

US$7.5B in debt in the last 12 months, almost as much as what it

raised in 2019 and 2018 combined, taking advantage of historically

low interest rates. Slowing demand in Industrial RE poses risks as to

whether PLD will thrive in the short term. PLD’s rents are 12% below

market averages, which means that growth is embedded in the

Company’s rolling leases. Another mitigating factor for this is that in

Q3 2020, PLD collected 99% of rents, which speaks to the quality of

its customer base. Regarding unfavourable macro-economic factors,

the CPMT believes that PLD’s experienced management would have

the ability to take market share from competitors if it was necessary.

The Company’s Q3 2020 development activities were 87.5% build-

to-suit, which refers to already leased properties under construction,

effectively de-risking the assets. Even considering the pandemic,

vacancy remains very low (~4.7%), supporting positive market rent

growth. However, with high uncertainty regarding the recovery, we

will remain vigilant of the macro environment should we decide to

enter a position in PLD. Lastly, industrial RE cap rates in high

demand markets are already very low, but Thomas S. Olinger, PLD’s

CFO, has stated that there are consistent deployment opportunities

across the globe. PLD’s business structure makes it easy for the

Company to access capital and investors in foreign markets. As

such, the CPMT believes that if PLD needed to access those

markets for growth, it could do so relatively easily.

Overall, the CPMT is impressed with PLD’s cash flow generation

abilities and high total shareholder returns. We believe PLD is in a

special position; the combination of a highly experienced senior

management team and specialized local teams, ample liquidity,

healthy credit metrics, and secular trend capturing makes the name

an attractive opportunity. Pending further due diligence, the CPMT is

recommending a buy rating on the stock.

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 6: Occupancy Throughout the Pandemic
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TELUS
Telecommunications

TSX: T | NYSE: TU
Market Underperform | Hold

Investment Thesis Summary

• The CPMT expects T to have strong wireless subscriber growth,

low churn rates, high ARPUs, and stable margins

• T is a strong operator, however, growing competition in the

wireless segment from RCI and BCE could pressure T’s market

positioning

• T has underperformed the benchmark over the last five years

Business Description

TELUS (TSX: T) is a telecommunications Company offering

wireless, data, IP, voice, television, entertainment, video, and

security services to over 15mm customers globally. T also operates

in three niche business units: TELUS Health, TELUS International,

and TELUS Agriculture. TELUS Health is Canada’s largest

healthcare IT provider, and TELUS International delivers innovative

business process solutions to corporations globally. TELUS

Agriculture was launched in November 2020 and provides data

analytics and connectivity through the agriculture value chain.

Industry 5G Outlook

During the last decade, mass smartphone adoption and related data

consumption have provided Canadian telecommunication companies

with steady earnings growth. The driver for greater data consumption

has been underpinned by the deployment of 4G LTE networks. In

the upcoming decade, the Canadian telecommunications sector is

expected to experience fundamental changes with advances in 5G

technology. Operators are expected to provide this technology for

internet connectivity to consumers, and internet of things (IoT)

enhancements for businesses. Therefore, regulation is expected to

lower the prices of 5G connectivity for consumers, making IoT 5G

enhancements the growth driver for Canadian operators. As a result,

national operators such as T, who have an established network of

business relations, are expected to secure more business IoT

contracts than regional operators. T’s 5G network expansion across

Canada remains on schedule and is estimated to create ~250k jobs

and contribute $40B annually to the Canadian economy.

Mandate Fit

Growing Free Cash Flows: T has been able to grow FCFs at a

CAGR of 7.0% during the past five years. As a result, the Company

continues to develop its network’s infrastructure by raising its capex

at a CAGR of 1.9% during the same time frame.

Strong Balance Sheet: In past years, T’s interest coverage ratio

was ~8.0x. However, in recent quarters this ratio has fallen to ~7.0x.

Similarly, the Company’s Net Debt-to-LTM EBITDA has risen from

2.5x to 3.5x in recent years. The weakening of these metrics is

attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic's adverse effects on T’s

EBITDA generation, which is discussed in more detail below.

Nonetheless, T is in compliance with its debt covenants, preserving

its investment-grade credit rating. However, the CPMT will monitor

any material changes to these factors.

Competitive Advantage: The CPMT believes that T’s competitive

advantage stems from its diverse revenue streams as it expands into

new industries. T has pursued new ventures without any (cont’d)
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Return on Investment

Current Share Price $25.21

Target Price $25.00

Dividend Yield 4.94%

Implied Return 4%

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $18.54 - $27.74

Market Capitalization (US$mm) $32,539

Net Debt (US$mm) $18,268

Enterprise Value (US$mm) $50,807

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.56

Metrics 2020E 2021E 2022E

Revenue (US$mm) $15,359 $16,382 $17,307

EBITDA (US$mm) $5,581 $5,936 $6,334

EPS $1.10 $1.36 $1.42

EV/EBITDA 9.1x 8.6x 8.0x

TELUS

Holding Period Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon

Figure 1: FCF Growth ($mm) & Net Debt-to-LTM EBITDA

Source: Company Filings, CPMT Estimates
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Figure 2: Historical EBITDA Margin by Revenue Segment
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damage to its current operations; for instance, T’s total customers

have increased at a CAGR of 1.4% since 2018, while its EBITDA

margins have remained stable. T’s strength can be further

exemplified by its competitively low churn rate and high ARPU, when

compared to its Canadian peers.

Quality Management: T has been led by current President and

CEO, Darren Entwistle, for the past two decades. T’s management

team has been instrumental in growing the Company’s geographical

presence from Western Canada to international markets.

Additionally, incentive plans and share-based rewards have

constituted ~80% of executive compensation over the past three

years. The CPMT views such compensation structures in a positive

light, as they ensure that management’s incentives are aligned with

that of the Company’s and its shareholders.

COVID-19 Impacts

T experienced adverse impacts on its top and bottom line from the

pandemic-induced stay at home orders. For instance, the Company

received traffic increases of over 25% of its normal internet usage.

As a result, T waived much of its internet overage charge fees, with

the belief that it was important for customers to be connected

regardless of their financial situation. Additionally, T collected less

roaming and wireless data fees due to travel restrictions, which was

an integral growth driver in its Wireless segment. Accordingly, these

factors reduced the Company’s earnings and its dividend growth for

FY2020’s Q1 and Q2. Nonetheless, the CPMT stands by T’s

response, as it enabled the Company to keep its customers by

entering flexible payment options.

ESG Initiatives

Recently, investors have placed a greater emphasis on companies’

ESG mandates. T has historically had a strong focus on ESG

initiatives. For instance, the Company aims to make its operations

100% net carbon neutral by 2030 and receive 100% of its electricity

from renewable energy sources by 2025. T is also in the Dow Jones

Sustainability Index, which tracks the performance of the world’s

leading ESG Companies. Moreover, 45% of T’s Board of Directors

are female, exceeding its 30% minimum requirement. This comes

alongside its numerous awards for being a top Company in North

America for workplace health and equality.

Investment Thesis and Valuation

A 50/50 blend of a five-year DCF, with a WACC of 6.36%, and a

comparable EV/EBITDA multiple (8.1x) of T's main competitors

Shaw Communications (TSX: SJR), Roger’s Communications (TSX:

RCI), and BCE Inc. (TSX: BCE), was used to value T. The results

yielded a target price of $25, which corresponds to an implied total

return of 4.2%.

T is an incumbent telecommunications operator in Canada, which

has enabled it to build strong wireless and wireline franchises. The

CPMT expects T to have strong wireless subscriber growth, low

churn rates, high ARPUs, and stable margins in coming years.

While the overall telecommunications sector has been stable, it has

not had attractive historical returns. Since entering the position, T

has significantly underperformed relative to the Fund’s Blended

Benchmark. The CPMT sees T as a strong operator; however,

growing competition in the wireless segment from RCI and BCE

could pressure its market positioning. Therefore, the CPMT will

continue to seek and analyze other names in the sector that provide

desirable exposure and returns.

Source: Company Filings

Figure 3: Q3 2020 Revenue Breakdown

Source: Company Filings

Figure 4: Latest Competitor APRUs & Churn Rates

Source: Company Filings
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Tractor Supply Co.
Consumer Discretionary

NASDAQ: TSCO
Market Outperform | Buy

Investment Thesis Summary

• The CPMT believes TSCO will build upon its foundation of

consistent growth and is poised to take advantage of post-

pandemic opportunities

• Growing FCF and superior margins generate a fiscal competitive

advantage as a result of the Company’s prudent operating style

• Limited direct competition provides scale benefits for future

development and market-share advantage

• TSCO has a solidified niche in a growing industry, understanding

its role in value delivery to customers and stakeholders alike

Business Description

Tractor Supply Co. (NASDAQ: TSCO) is the largest operator of rural

lifestyle retail stores in the U.S. specializing in home improvement

and outdoor goods. It was founded in Brentwood, TN in 1938, where

it is still headquartered today. TSCO markets itself to the rural

lifestyle of tradesmen, ranchers, and farmers with a wide array of

merchandise from tools and clothing to equine and livestock

products. TSCO has 2,061 locations across the U.S. from Alaska to

Hawaii, with each location adapted regionally to merchandise the

needs of local industry and demand. TSCO operates three retailers

under the names Tractor Supply Co., Dell’s Feed & Farm Supply,

and PetSense; the two subsidiaries contribute to the TSCO’s supply

chain versatility in distributing to a rural demographic.

Industry Overview

TSCO maintains product overlap with several retail giants, such as

Cabela’s, Home Hardware, and PetCo; however, none of its

competitors can meet the rural niche in the way TSCO has

established itself. Demand for its products and services has

expanded with the rise in both in-person and online goods

consumption, which is largely attributed to two major catalysts:

Expanding Consumer Base: TSCO’s target demographic of rural

families and recreational farmers has grown since 2013, with 1,100

U.S. non-metro counties showing a net positive migration. A major

driver has been the proliferation of broadband internet access in

rural areas, increasing the feasibility of rural living and attracting new

target consumers away from major cities.

COVID-19: The global pandemic contributed to record sales growth

and cash flow in Q2 and Q3 2020 as TSCO successfully streamlined

online processing. Additionally, the economic downturn eroded

economies of scale among small-town independent retailers that did

not have the scale to endure pandemic losses. As a result, TSCO

was able to seize market share and capitalize on opportunities in the

wake of COVID-19.

Mandate Fit

Strong Balance Sheet: TSCO is an industry leader in operational

efficiency and sets the standard for production consistency. The

Company has seen positive revenue growth over the past 59

consecutive quarters (15 years), posting record YoY growth in 2020

Q2 and Q3 of 34.9% and 31.4% respectively. The Company (cont.)

December 31, 2020

Jack Morgan, Investment Analyst

Return on Investment

Current Share Price $140.58

Target Price $172.00

Dividend Yield 1.07%

Implied Return 23%

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $63.89 - $160.83

Market Capitalization (US$mm) $16,378

Net Debt (US$mm) $2,309

Enterprise Value (US$mm) $18,687

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.96

Metrics 2020E 2021E 2022E

Revenue (US$mm) $10,400 $11,177 $12,098

EBITDA (US$mm) $1,290 $1,341 $1,451

EPS $5.93 $6.41 $7.23

EV/EBITDA 14.5x 13.9x 12.9x

Tractor Supply Co.

Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: S&P Capital IQ

Figure 1: Revenue (US$mm) vs EPS (US$)

Source: Company Filings
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Figure 2: Free Cash Flow (US$mm)
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places strict emphasis on fiscal prudence with interest coverage of

37.2x and a current ratio of 1.87, a competitive operating margin of

8.90% (Figure 4), and same-store sales growth of 2.90% YoY.

Balance sheet strength is derivative of the Company’s disciplined

spending and strong liability coverage, with a Net Debt/EBITDA of

1.78x well below the industry average of 2.38. Whilst maintaining a

fundamentally robust capital structure, TSCO holds above-average

ROA, ROE, and ROIC at 11.4%, 35.9%, and 14.1%, respectively,

over the last 12 months. The CPMT expects the Company to

improve on these margins in FY2020.

Growing Free Cash Flow: Free Cash Flow (FCF) has seen

significant growth at a CAGR of 25.2% since 2015 (Figure 2) and

has surpassed a record US$840mm as of Q3 2020. With strong

cash flow growth, the CPMT believes that TSCO’s proven business

model provides the foundation necessary to continue generating

FCF in order to deliver value to the Company’s clientele and

stakeholders.

Quality Management: TSCO’s management style is integral to its

competitive performance. The Company has built a brand

recognized for its customer-first methodology and has carved out its

niche as a one-stop-shop for rural living. President and CEO Hal

Lawton previously served as President of Macy’s and has placed a

notable emphasis on ESG for the Company. The TSCO Stewardship

Program launched in 2008 has saved 138mm kWh of energy since

2013 and promotes ethical product sourcing throughout the TSCO

supply chain. This program has led to superior ESG ratings through

various ethical practices: sourcing products locally, low-cost supply

chain product throughput, and diversity and inclusion. TSCO holds a

robust Ethical Controversies rating of 100, and a 49% female

workforce, exceeding that of its competitors.

Management has also conducted several strategic acquisitions such

as Del’s Feed & Farm and PetSense. These acquisitions have

broadened TSCO’s product segments and expertise whilst

streamlining the Company’s product supply chains. TSCO seeks out

experts in various areas to assist customers, something that

competitors have neglected to do so in recent years.

Competitive Advantage: TSCO has exhibited strength

predominantly in its ability to maintain growth over extended periods

of time which has secured the brand as second-to-none in its

operating environment. Largely attributable to diligent management

and operating methodology, TSCO faces little corporate competition

in its rural niche. Local competitors can no longer hold their own

against the size and scale to which TSCO has grown, positioning the

Company advantageously in an expanding consumer base.

Valuation & Outlook

The target price of $172 was determined using a 50/50 weighted

average between a Gordon Growth Model and EV/EBITDA Multiple

valuation method. A WACC of 4.09% was used. With a total implied

return of 23%, the CPMT believes TSCO holds an attractive

valuation and a long-term runway for price appreciation.

Management has outlined long-term goals to open 500 more stores

by 2030 and pursue expansion in product lines and categorical

expertise. Backed by years of revenue, FCF, and EPS growth and a

commitment to a customer-focused business model, TSCO

continues to outpace its peers and expand its market share in a

growing industry. The CPMT will continue to monitor developments

in TSCO and will consider entering a position pending due diligence.

Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon

Figure 3: Revenue by Segment

Figure 4: Operating Margin vs Peers

Source: Company Filings

Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon
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Compliance and Performance

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE

CPMT and Blended Benchmark Monthly Returns
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CPMT Sector Weights vs Maximum Weight
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Attribution Analysis (FQ3 2021)

(1.5%)

(0.5%)

0.5%

1.5%

2.5%

Selection Allocation Attribution

CPMT Attribution Analysis

FQ3 2021 Attribution Allocation Selection

CPMT (0.54%) 0.06% (0.59%)

Communication Services 0.22% 0.20% 0.02%

Consumer Discretionary 2.09% 0.08% 2.01%

Consumer Staples 0.12% (0.16%) 0.27%

Energy (0.62%) 0.08% (0.70%)

Financials (0.08%) (0.33%) 0.25%

Health Care (1.14%) 0.07% (1.20%)

Industrials (1.23%) (0.03%) (1.20%)

Information Technology (0.30%) (0.10%) (0.20%)

Materials 0.45% 0.31% 0.14%

Other (0.11%) (0.11%) 0.00%

Real Estate (0.13%) 0.03% (0.16%)

Utilities 0.20% 0.01% 0.19%

1  Year Attribution Allocation Selection

CPMT 2.75% 0.45% 2.30%

Communication Services 0.56% 0.57% (0.01%)

Consumer Discretionary 0.85% 0.67% 0.18%

Consumer Staples 0.41% (0.17%) 0.57%

Energy (0.51%) 0.19% (0.71%)

Financials 0.11% (0.06%) 0.17%

Health Care 1.44% (1.03%) 2.47%

Industrials 0.11% 0.15% (0.05%)

Information Technology (0.48%) 0.06% (0.55%)

Materials (0.81%) (0.58%) (0.23%)

Other 0.17% 0.17% 0.00%

Real Estate 0.23% 0.37% (0.14%)

Utilities 0.68% 0.09% 0.60%
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Compliance and Performance

LONG TERM PERFORMANCE

CPMT and Blended Benchmark Total Return (Annualized) 

CPMT and Blended Benchmark Composite Index Sharpe Ratios
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The CPMT Long Term Performance Targets

1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 

Absolute Returns (annualized)

CPMT 
(1)

13.48% 9.14% 9.87% 5.67%

Relative Returns (bps)

Blended Benchmark 
(2)

275 122 (80) (74)

Risk  Adjusted Returns (bps)

Blended Benchmark 
(3)

287 127 (43) (55)

(1) Performance target of 7.0% annual returns.

(2) Performance target to exceed the Blended TSX & S&P 500 Benchmark by 100 bps.

(3) Performance target to exceed the Blended TSX & S&P 500 Benchmark by 100 bps on a risk adjusted basis.

CPMT Long Term Performance Details 

1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 

Annualized Return 

CPMT 13.48% 9.14% 9.87% 5.67%

Blended Benchmark 10.73% 7.93% 10.68% 6.41%

Annualized Volatility

CPMT 20.16% 14.84% 12.34% 11.43%

Blended Benchmark 20.83% 14.87% 12.05% 10.92%

Sharpe

CPMT 0.69 0.56 0.70 0.38

Blended Benchmark 0.56 0.48 0.78 0.46
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  Appendix 1: CFA Code of Ethics

APPENDICES

The following is the CFA Code of Ethics to be complied with at all times by Fund Managers: 

• To act with integrity, competence, diligence, respect, and in an ethical manner with the public, 
clients, prospective clients, employers, employees, colleagues in the investment profession, and 
other participants in the global capital markets. 

• To place the integrity of the investment profession and the interests of clients above personal 
interests. 

• To use reasonable care and exercise independent professional judgment when conducting 
investment analysis, making investment recommendations, taking investment actions, and 
engaging in other professional activities. 

• To practice and encourage others to practice in a professional and ethical manner that will reflect 
credit on ourselves and the profession. 

• To promote the integrity and viability of the global capital markets for the ultimate benefit of society. 

• To maintain and improve their professional competence and strive to maintain and improve the 
competence of other investment professionals.
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Appendix 2: Account Activity

CPMT Transactions Log (2020-2021)

FQ1 2021 Date Action Shares Purchase Price Sale Price Currency Capital Gain (CAD) Return

ATZ 22-Apr-20 Buy 700 $14.20

ATZ 22-Apr-20 Buy 700 $14.13

ABT 22-Apr-20 Sell 32 $77.88 $96.34 CAD $590.72 23.70%

AMGN 22-Apr-20 Sell 24 $192.09 $236.00 CAD $1,053.86 22.86%

AQN 22-Apr-20 Sell 1100 $12.77 $19.92 CAD $7,869.95 55.99%

NEE 22-Apr-20 Buy 58 $243.91

PG 27-Apr-20 Buy 60 $117.59

Total $9,514.53 44.96%

FQ2 2021 Date Action Shares Purchase Price Sale Price Currency Capital Gain (CAD) Return

APPL 10-Aug-20 Sell 44 $62.33 $112.28 USD $1,677.93 80.13%

APPL 4-Sep-20 Sell 33 $62.33 $130.83 USD $1,720.32 109.90%

APPL 24-Sep-20 Buy 15 $107.87 USD

Total $3,398.25 92.89%

FQ3 2021 Date Action Shares Purchase Price Sale Price Currency Capital Gain (CAD) Return

ISRG 27-Oct-20 Sell 11 $420.23 $721.69 USD $2,510.64 71.74%

JPM 6-Nov-20 Buy 44 $103.02 USD

CNQ 6-Nov-20 Buy 525 $21.49 CAD

SU 6-Nov-20 Sell 400 $28.73 $15.29 CAD ($4,107.80) (46.77%)

TD 6-Nov-20 Sell 200 $58.01 $59.34 CAD $203.31 2.29%

ISRG 9-Nov-20 Sell 11 $420.23 $774.20 USD $2,989.98 84.23%

IVV 16-Nov-20 Buy 25 $361.40 USD

IVV 17-Nov-20 Buy 51 $362.94 USD

DOL 17-Nov-20 Sell 439 $40.15 $49.82 CAD $3,245.57 24.08%

AMT 23-Nov-20 Buy 39 $230.11 CAD

IVV 24-Nov-20 Buy 8 $364.26 USD

LULU 24-Nov-20 Buy 26 $347.85 CAD

PYPL 30-Nov-20 Buy 43 $214.44 USD

GUD 30-Nov-20 Sell 3100 $8.00 $5.50 USD ($5,958.94) (31.21%)

LIN 1-Dec-20 Buy 35 $259.18 USD

IVV 1-Dec-20 Sell 25 $364.26 $368.57 USD $82.96 1.18%

Total ($1,034.28) (1.53%)
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Appendix 2: Account Activity

Dividend Summary

April, 2020 July, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD) Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

TD 30-Apr-20 $0.79 $316.00 T 02-Jul-20 $0.29 $198.05

JPM 30-Apr-20 $0.90 $121.50 CSU 10-Jul-20 $1.36 $19.02

Total $437.50 JPM 31-Jul-20 $0.90 $121.50

TD 31-Jul-20 $0.79 $316.00

Total $654.57

May, 2020 August, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD) Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

DOL 08-May-20 $0.04 $19.32 MA 07-Aug-20 $0.51 $40.67

MA 08-May-20 $0.56 $39.03 DOL 07-Aug-20 $0.04 $19.32

MA 08-May-20 $0.40 $3.60 APPL 13-Aug-20 $0.82 $59.04

AAPL 14-May-20 $0.82 $59.04 COST 14-Aug-20 $0.70 $45.50

ABT 15-May-20 $0.50 $90.58 ABT 17-Aug-20 $0.48 $70.32

COST 15-May-20 $0.70 $45.50 PG 17-Aug-20 $0.79 $47.44

WCN 19-May-20 $0.26 $33.75 WCN 18-Aug-20 $0.25 $32.16

Total $290.82 Total $314.45

June, 2020 September, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD) Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

ENB 01-Jun-20 $0.81 $486.00 ENB 01-Sep-20 $0.78 $468.00

AMGN 08-Jun-20 $1.60 $96.00 AMGN 08-Sep-20 $1.60 $96.00

MSFT 11-Jun-20 $0.51 $61.20 MFST 10-Sep-20 $0.51 $61.20

NEE 15-Jun-20 $1.40 $81.20 NEE 15-Sep-20 $1.40 $81.20

SU 25-Jun-20 $0.21 $84.00 SU 25-Sep-20 $0.21 $84.00

CNR 30-Jun-20 $0.58 $143.75 BAM.A 30-Sep-20 $0.16 $88.80

CCL.B 30-Jun-20 $0.18 $36.00 CCL.B 30-Sep-20 $0.18 $36.00

BAM.A 30-Jun-20 $0.16 $91.44 CNR 30-Sep-20 $0.58 $143.75

Total $1,079.59 Total $1,058.95
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Account Activity Continued

Dividend Summary

October, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

T 01-Oct-20 $0.29 $198.05

CSU 09-Oct-20 $1.32 $18.46

Total $216.51

November, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

TD 02-Nov-20 $0.79 $316.00

JPM 02-Nov-20 $0.90 $121.50

DOL 06-Nov-20 $0.04 $19.32

MA 09-Nov-20 $0.52 $36.36

MA 09-Nov-20 $0.40 $3.60

AAPL 12-Nov-20 $0.19 $43.33

COST 13-Nov-20 $0.70 $45.50

ABT 16-Nov-20 $0.47 $69.70

PG 16-Nov-20 $0.79 $47.44

WCN 25-Nov-20 $0.27 $34.69

Total $737.44

December, 2020

Equity Date DPS Credit (CAD)

ENB 01-Dec-20 $0.81 $486.00

CTAS 04-Dec-20 $3.51 $210.60

AMGN 08-Dec-20 $1.60 $96.00

MSFT 10-Dec-20 $0.56 $67.20

COST 11-Dec-20 $10.00 $650.00

NEE 15-Dec-20 $0.35 $81.20

IVV 18-Dec-20 $1.61 $95.00

LIN 21-Dec-20 $0.96 $33.71

CCL.B 29-Dec-20 $0.18 $36.00

CNR 30-Dec-20 $0.58 $143.75

BAM.A 31-Dec-20 $0.15 $85.77

Total $1,985.23
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